l
et’s fold fold fold!
Make sure you click “single-sided” and “fit to page” if not already selected in your print preview window.
Cut out and enjoy! If you don’t have a printer, cut out a square shape from a piece of paper.
We would love to see your origami pieces once finished. Take a pic and tag us! @atjtravel.

follow the instructions below to make your

origami elephant
1

Start with the cut square piece of paper,
yellow side up. If you didn’t print and are
starting with a blank sheet, mark each side
to differentiate.

2

Fold the paper in half vertically and
horizontally to mark the vertical and
horizontal center lines, and unfold.

3

Unfold and rotate, corner up, and flip
to the other side.

Tip: We recommend you use paper that has different
colored sizes, as it is easier to keep track of your folds.

5

Fold right flap down. Crease firmly.

Your paper should look like the
image above. Crease firmly.

6

Take that same flap and fold the
bottom corner up. Crease firmly.

Take the right side of the flap and
open it.

7

Open flap back out. Take the
highlighted crease.

Flatten open fold. Crease firmly.

Fold the crease to the highlighted
crease on the left.

Fold the flap up to its top corner.
Crease firmly.

4

Fold the paper in half by folding the
top half to the bottom half. Crease
firmly.

Reference:

10

8

Unfold, with middle crease sitting up.
See image above.

12

Rotate 180 degrees, so the new
crease is at the top.

11

9

HOLD THIS
OVERLAPPED
CORNER.

Fold the bottom corner up and over
by holding down the corner overlap
highlighted in the image, and
bringing the corner to meet the
dotted crease.

CREASE.

Crease firmly up to the next crease,
highlighted here.

Rotate 45 degrees, so the side with
the most creases is facing up.

13

HOLD THIS
OVERLAPPED
CORNER.

Repeat step 9.
Fold the bottom corner up and over
by holding down the corner overlap
highlighted in the image, and
bringing the corner to meet the
dotted crease.

Make a new crease from these
points, highlighted in the image
above. The new crease will connect
both highlighted corners.

CREASE.

Crease firmly up to the highlighted
fold line.

To do that, fold up the bottom corner to the
highlighted point or as close as possible to
the point where that crease will connect from
one corner to the next corner.

CREASE.

Open creased flap. The new crease
should look like the highlighted
above.

Open creased flap. The new crease
should look like the highlighted
above.

Only crease firmly between the
highlighted creases as shown above.

Reference:

14

Unfold, flip and rotate 45 degrees to
the left. There needs to be a crease
here as shown above.

17

Unfold and rotate 45 degrees to the
left. There needs to be a crease
between these two points above.

Turn over and fold in the right corner,
but not all the way.

CREASE.
CREASE.

To do that, fold as close as possible to the
highlighted crease in the image above. The
goal is to get the highlighted crease from the
beginning of step 16. Crease firmly.

15

Fold the bottom up to the middle
and crease from the highlighted line
to the edge.

18

Take that same flap and fold it up to
align with the highlighted edge.
Unfold.

20
FOLDS JUST
CREATED.

Unfold and rotate 45 degrees
to the left.

16

Unfold.

There needs to be a crease here.

19

CREASE.
CREASE.
CREASE.

Fold the bottom corner up to the
highlighted center as shown above.
Crease firmly to the highlighted
crease as shown above.

Fold in half, pulling bottom corner to
the top corner. Firmly crease from
the highlighted crease to the edge.

To do this, fold as close as possible to the
highlighted crease in the image above.
The goal is to get the highlighted crease
from the beginning of step 20.

Reference:

21

24

Unfold and rotate 45 degrees
to the right.

22

26

Unfold and rotate 45 degrees.

25

Taking both bottom corner flaps, fold
along the crease to the highlighted area.
This creates a creased flap on the other
side that will be used later.

27

FACE OF
ELEPHANT

CREASE.
PINCH
INWARD

PINCH
INWARD

CREASE.

Fold corner up to the highlighted
center. Crease firmly to the
highlighted crease as shown above.

Fold in half. Crease the corner as
shown above.

Unfold, take the two highlighted
areas that will be the tusks, and
pinch and push both inward toward
the middle.

Turn over and fold in the right corner,
but not all the way.

Keep pushing the tusks inward.
Reaffirm creases if the paper is not
easily folding in.

23

There needs to be a crease between
these two points as shown above. To
do this, rotate 45 degrees to the
right.

28

CREASE.

Fold the bottom up to the middle
and crease from the highlighted line
to the edge.

Take that same flap and fold it up to
align with the edge. Unfold corner.

The elephant starts taking shape.
Now flip over to the bottom and
notice a diamond like fold as shown
above. Close this opening.

Take the top half of the flap and fold
down and crease.

VIEW FROM BOTTOM

Keeping everything together, insert
the flap opposite into the
opening/pocket just created.

After inserting flap, crease a bit to
keep the flap inside the pocket.
Reaffirm all ceases for a crisp look.

FINISHED!

